Franklington Center at Bricks (FCAB) builds upon the lessons of history by creating forward looking programs that are relevant to the global struggle for justice and equality. FCAB has a rich and varied past, with many names and uses. Today it is a conference and retreat center where local, regional, national and international justice advocates, leaders and truth seekers continue to learn and do the work needed to transform lives.

To support the many programmatic activities at FCAB, we invite you to support the BRICK BY BRICK campaign. This campaign is a unique plan to build a campus-wide walkway that will connect each building. These impressive walkways begin outside the doors of Hospitality House #2, our newest facility.

For your $200 gift, we will have your message placed on a standard (4"x8") brick which will be installed on the walkway. Your tax deductible donation will be greatly appreciated and will make you a part of a lasting legacy.

**Engraving: 3 lines per standard brick (4"x8"), maximum 17 characters per line (spaces count as characters). Please print clearly. We look forward to placing your brick on our walkway and emailing you a picture when it arrives!**
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A Safe Space, A Sacred Space, A Nurturing Place…God’s Place!